The Beer of the Week Club

We the People of the Taylor Tavern, in Order to form a more perfect drink haven, establish an alcohol habit, insure domestic (as well as import) beer consumption, provide for the common knowledge of malted drinks, promote the general happiness, and secure the best of times to ourselves and your mom, do ordain and establish this Club for the Tenth Floor of this Tower, that of the Taylor variety.

These men, of the tenth floor, shall purchase and consume one six-pack of beers between them weekly. Each man shall swig precisely one beverage, no more, no less. These beers shall be of a different variety each week, depending on the choices of the fellows, unless 4 of the 6 men decide to repeat a type of beer. This process shall begin on February twenty-sixth, in the year of someone’s Lord, Two-thousand and Three, and shall thereafter continue on each Wednesday, with absolutely no exceptions. If one or more of these men decide that he is not able to consume his brew on the given day, he shall find a suitable replacement, but only under extenuating circumstances. In addition, the word “cheers” shall always be mentioned, in the continuous pursuit of favorable times.

The members of the Club, in the order in which each shall choose his beer:

Alexandru Popesco – “Alex”
Joshua David Abbott – “Josh”
Michael Adam Birchmeier – “Mike”
Joseph Thomas Simko – “Joe”
Dustin Andrew Tsitouris – “Dustin”
Jayant Kumar Taneja – “Jay”